The description of rnicrmalcificalions i s not an easy task. even Tor an expert, If some of them are easy to detect and LO identify, some othcn are morc arnhipuous. The texture or thc image, the small size of objects to be dettctcd {lcsq than one miltimcncr), ~h c vnriouc aqpccts thcy have, the radialog~cal noix. are paramctcrs which impact ~h c detterion and the characteri7arion tasks.
More peneralIy, marnmopraph~c Images present two kinds of amhiguity: impr~cisinn and mcerratnry. The impreci.rion on thc conlour of an object cnmcs itom the f u n y ~S P C C I of the borders: the expert can define apprnx~mately the contour but cena~nly not with it high spatial precision. The tmc~rroinry comes from rhe micrmalcilication supcr~mposrtions: hewusc objters arc built rrom the supcrimpnrition~ of several 3D structure9 on a single imagc, we may have a doubt about thc contour position.
Recnuse of n h i~ unccrrainty and imprecis~on, we a r t using a fuzzy srpmcntation of the mictmnFcifications (Rothorel. t 996; Bothorel et al..
1997). The valucs or attribu~cs d c~r i b i n g rnicrocalcificadons, ohtnincd
by this mezhod, are fuzzy. For insrance. the microcalcificalion 1 in Fig. 1 can be seen as a small and sound microcalcification superimposed on an elongated microcalcification (hypathtsis I), or as a single complex elongated microcalcification (hypothesis 2). The values of the atttibutes susface and cornpacity of the fimy contour of this object are shown in Fig. 2 men, the nation of prototype is linked to the notion of typicality. Zadeh (1982) has also emphasized this aspect: the typicality is a matter of degree and it implies that the concept of prototype is a ftrzty concept.
In our method, we need to deternine the typicality oh each value appearing in a learning dambast in order to construct a hzq prototype.
Degree of Typicality
According to (Rosch, 19781, we consider that the degtte of typicality oran object depends positively on its total resemblance to other objects of its class (internal resemblance) and on its total dissimilarity to objects of other classes (external dissimilarity). Objects oTa given class are cornpad by pairs in order to determine their total resemblance. Let X be a set orobjects. We suppose that there exists a partition given on Xcomposed by crisp classes C/. For an object 0 of the class Ci, the typicality of the value v of an attribute A i s computed as follows:
Step Degrees of typicality participate in the construction of a fuzzy prototype of a given class. For an attribute A, the degrte of typicality of cach value of A is computed for cach class. Then, the fimy prototype of any given ciass is characterized by the most typical value(s) of each attribute. T h s means that a fuzzy prototype is a virtual object d c x r i M by means of the same attributes as the objects pertaining to the learning database. The values taken by the fuzzy prototype are the most typical.
A prototype, as said Zadeh (1982), is not a unique object or a group of objects. Et is more a fuzzy schema enabling us to generate a set of objects because of the syn~hcsized information It contains.
The prototype is intrinsically interesting btcause of its power of description. This power can also be used for a ~Fassificaridn process. I n the application we deal with, this power of description is used in IWO directions: first of all, it is provided to the radiologist as a help to formalize his reasoning and to understand better the structure of microcalcification.^.
A new object wc do not know the class is classified thanks to a mmparison with the prototype of tach class. Indeed, a prototyp can be considered as a rule describing a class. For example, the prototype of thc class 'round" might be: around 15 pixels for surface, between 5 and 6 tor cornpacity. In other words, if surface = around 15 p i xels, and curnpaciFy = between 5 and 6 then class = round. 
